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The Water Window
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• AOI 1.5°
• Sc edge: 3.11 nm



Problem: Limited Reflectivity
Cr/Sc Mirrors show only a fraction of theoretically possible 
reflectivity at an AOI 1.5°



Interface Properties

Ideal picture

Interdiffusion
(diminished reflectivity)

Roughness (diffuse scattering)



Binary Model

Parameters:
• Multilayer period D
• Sc and Cr layer thicknesses
• Nevot/Croce factor (roughness 

and interdiffusion)

Can the experiment be described 
with this model?



Binary Layer Approach

Binary Model with only
Nevot/Croce factor fails

Graded interface 
model needed?



Graded Interface Model
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Table 1. Multilayer parametrization and parameter limits

Parameter Definition Lower bound Upper bound

D / nm = dSc + dCr 1.5 1.6
�Sc = dSc/D 0.0 1.0
sd / nm = sSc + sCr 0.0 1.6
�s = sSc/sd 0.0 1.0
⌘ layer intermixing 0.0 1.0
�r / nm r.m.s. roughness 0.0 0.5
⇢Sc Sc density w.r.t. bulk density 0.5 1.0
⇢Cr Cr density w.r.t. bulk density 0.5 1.0

where D is the full period thickness, d
Sc

and d
Cr

are the nominal layer thicknesses of

the Cr and Sc layers as indicated in Fig. 3, and ⇢
Sc

and ⇢
Cr

their respective densities

with respect to their bulk densities ⇢̃
Sc

= 2.989 g/cm3 and ˜⇢
Cr

= 7.19 g/cm3 (Henke

et al., 1993). The parameters s
Sc

and s
Cr

describe the full width of the interdi↵usion

layers as shown in Fig. 3. To take into account intermixing extending across the full

period, we introduced an intermixing parameter ⌘. The e↵ective indices of refraction

of the individual Cr and Sc layers are then given through

ñ
Cr

= (⌘/2)n
Sc

+ (1� ⌘/2)n
Cr

,

ñ
Sc

= (1� ⌘/2)n
Sc

+ (⌘/2)n
Cr

, (15)

for ⌘ 2 [0, 1],

where n
Cr

and n
Sc

are the tabulated values (Henke et al., 1993) with densities ⇢
Cr

and

⇢
Sc

. The loss of specular reflectance due to roughness-induced scattering is considered

through the Nevot-Croce factor using �
r

identical at each interface for the reasons

described in the above section. To improve the optimization procedure and to reduce

correlations between individual parameters, we have selected some e↵ective parameters

as defined in Table 1. The parameter �
Sc

indicates the portion of the Sc layer thickness

with respect to the full period thickness D; �� describes the asymmetry of the widths

of the sinusoidal profiles at the Cr/Sc and Sc/Cr interfaces and is limited to the

interval �� 2 [0, 1]. Note that s
Sc

and s
Cr

are half periods of the sinus functions used

to describe the interface profiles. Therefore the condition s
Sc

+ s
Cr

 D holds.
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Graded interface model with 
explicit gradual changes at the 
interfaces and interdiffusion



Analysis Strategy

Parameters:
• Multilayer period D
• Sc and Cr layer thicknesses
• Interdiffusion/mixing of the two materials
• Interface properties/shape
• Nevot/Croce factor (roughness)

➡ fit based on particle swarm optimization 
followed by MCMC sampling
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Analysis Strategy

Parameters:
• Multilayer period D
• Sc and Cr layer thicknesses
• Interdiffusion/mixing of the two 

materials
• Interface properties/shape
• Nevot/Croce factor (roughness)
Combination of complementary methods:
• EUV reflectivity (EUV)
• Cu K-𝜶 XRR
• Resonant EUV reflectivity (across Sc L-edge) (REUV)
• X-ray fluorescence analysis (X-ray standing wave, XSW)

➡ Combined fit based on particle swarm optimization
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Complementary Experiments
EUV reflectivity (EUV) Cu K-𝜶 XRR

Resonant EUV reflectivity (across Sc L-edge) 
(REUV)

X-ray fluorescence analysis (X-ray standing 
wave, XSW)



Combined Analysis



Consistent Model

• The two layers interdiffuse strongly (50-60 %)
• Asymmetric interface gradients



Confidence Intervals



DWBA Modelling

Power Spectral
Density (PSD)
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factor in Eq. 10, leaving the contribution of the e↵ective PSD C(qk) to the di↵use scat-

tering. This requires that the vertical correlation factor ⇠? be determined first, which

enters the calculation of the multilayer enhancement factor through the replication

factor in Eq. (14). Due to the very high computational cost of a MCMC procedure,

we have instead calculated two limiting cases of the vertical correlation. This was done

by analyzing the width of the Bragg sheet at the vertical white dashed cut positions,

indicated in Fig. 8(a,b), and comparing the simulated intensity distribution with the

measurement uncertainty. The two limiting cases are shown in Fig. 8(d) (blue dashed

curves) including the best model (solid blue curve) in comparison with the measured

data (solid red curve). Proceeding from here, we have evaluated the measured PSD

with the corresponding multilayer enhancement factor as described above. Again, the

two limiting cases are shown as red dashed curves in Fig. 8(c) including the PSD

deduced from the best model value for ⇠? as a solid red curve. The root mean square

(r.m.s.) roughness deducted from these PSDs is given by the two-dimensional integral

as

�r =
1

2⇡

sZ 1

0

qkC(qk) dqk. (19)

The uncertainty of the PSD due to the vertical correlation leads to an uncertainty in

the r.m.s. roughness when evaluating the integral. Due to the limited qk range where

measurements can be taken, we have fitted the PSD model of Eq. (13) to the three

resulting PSDs and performed the integration over the full qk range. The deviation

of the integration for the PSD model fit and the data in the available range were

negligible. The best model results for the vertical replication factor and the power

spectral density are given in Table. 3, together with their uncertainties resulting from

the described procedure. The best fit of the PSD model is shown in Fig. 8(c) as a solid

blue curve.
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Integral PSD:



Diffuse scattering
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Table 3. Best model parameters of the PSD as a result of the di↵use scattering analysis

Parameter Best model values

�r / nm 0.17± 0.02
⇠k / nm 4.00± 0.35
⇠? / nm�1 10.5± 3.5
H 1.0
� 0.0

The r.m.s. roughness value found with the analysis of the di↵use scattering is iden-

tical within its uncertainty interval to the value obtained from the combined analysis

and thus confirms the intermixing and roughness parameters listed in Table. 2.

8. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a robust method to characterize ultra-thin mul-

tilayer systems with subnanometer layer thicknesses unambiguously. Layer thicknesses

in the subnanometer region are necessary for near-normal incidence reflective mirrors

in the water window spectral range. However, they come with the cost of increasing

susceptibility to disturbances in the interfaces at the layer boundaries. This limits

the achievable reflectance to values well below the theoretical threshold, posing a

demand for ideally non-destructive characterization methods. The main mechanisms

for diminished reflectance are interdi↵usion and roughness. With these e↵ects ranging

on the order of the layer thickness, models based on binary layer stacks become inad-

equate to describe the physical situation. In order to find a proper representation of

the multilayer sample, more sophisticated models with an explicit description of the

gradual interdi↵usion layers become necessary. This inevitably increases the number

of parameters to be determined in analytical experiments. Finding an unambiguous

solution is challenging and can only be achieved with a combined analysis of several

non-destructive techniques.

We performed a rigorous analysis of several experimental methods to determine

the model parameters representing one Cr/Sc sample. The optimal set of parame-
IUCr macros version 2.1.10: 2016/01/28
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Integral PSD:

Root mean square roughness:



Summary and Outlook

• The combination of several complementary 
methods is required to deduct a consistent 
model

• Ultra-thin multilayer systems require explicit 
modeling of the interfaces showing strong 
interdiffusion

• Roughness and interdiffusion can be 
distinguished by DWBA simulations based on 
the explicit model found above 

A. Haase, S. Bajt, P. Hönicke, V. Soltwisch and F. Scholze:
J. Appl. Cryst. 49, No. 6, p. 2161-2171 (2016))


